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Although Android users can find and download apps in a much larger volume than our iOS counterparts, detecting apps on your device is still a task that is largely related to the Android market. There are other app stores and apps that will help you find new apps that you enjoy, but the official Android
Market is the only one that regularly updates and does a better job of helping you find apps that you would like based on other apps that you may have installed. Android MarketPlatform: Android Price: Free it comes with your phone! Maintain a list of apps you installed or purchased for reference or
exchange later. A simple search tool allows you to quickly find apps you're already looking for and browse offers for apps based on the names you've been looking for. Application lists provide alternatives in the form of users, also viewed and users also installed, complete with their market rating and
price. Staff Choice and Editors' Choice sections guide you to popular or particularly useful apps on the market, and featured apps are always on the same page. The search tool often displays apps with approximate functionality if the app you were looking for is not available on the Android Market or is
only available on another platform. Swipe from left to right to see high-paying, free, box office and trend apps in all categories and find out what other users are downloading. The beauty of Android is that you are not limited to any one app store or source for new apps when you want to try something new
or find an app that fits your needs. At the same time, unlike iOS, there is no single repository to create an elegant tool such as Dscovr Apps that will help you find new apps based on already installed or those you would like to try but don't want to pay, for example. Even so, Google is doing a great job with
Android Market in making it easy to search and find the apps you're looking for, and even it's easy to find new apps that other users might have chosen instead right there on the app information page. This information is available both online and on your phone when you're browsing the app market, and
you can see which other similar apps users have watched or installed instead of what you've been looking for. Long gone are the days when the first page of the market had a simple list of new or most downloaded applications. Editors' Choice and Staff Choices on app screen are actually useful tools that
you discover new apps in this category, and a category breakdown will help you drill to find popular apps based on their function or purpose. The best free and paid listings show you what everyone else is downloading, and Trending will help you see apps all talked about or new and hot on the market,
even if people don't necessarily buy or download them en masse. Teh Teh The problem with the market when it comes to opening up is that it is a market. It's a store and it's not designed to help you find apps that you would like based on you, it's designed to make it easy for you to find and buy apps.
This means that there are no tools that will help you find new applications based on those you have installed, or based on those you enter, or based on some of the functionality that you are looking for, for searching through the category. Unfortunately, the concept of searching for applications based on
other applications is limited to the search window in Android Market.AppBrain (free) saw its heyday when the Android Market was in a much more accurate state than it is now. Back then it was the only way to track the apps you installed on your Android phone, share apps you downloaded from other
people, and one of the first services that allowed you to install apps directly from the Internet. It still does all of these things, and is still a great resource for apps, allows you to share installed apps and discovered apps with others through Facebook, and offers a great curated selection of trending and
interesting apps based on AppBrain employees. Best Apps Market (Free) focuses on free apps almost exclusively, and highlights some of the most popular and best free apps in several categories selected by the people behind the app. Consider it an alternative to Android Market, which focuses entirely
on free apps and offers offers for similar apps based on those you browse. It's also easy to share and evaluate apps you'll find on your favorite social networks. Do you have another Android app that we've overlooked, or a preferred method of finding new Android apps? Share it in the comments.
Lifehacker's App Directory is a new and growing catalog of recommendations for the best applications and tools in a number of these categories. You love movies. In addition, you are also an obsessive-compulsive video collector. Almost any category, from action movies to chicken movies, you're crazy
about them. But there is one problem - videos consume too much storage space. Solution? Cloud! Thanks to the cloud, local storage is moving the way of VCRs to be replaced by streaming on-demand video services, the current finger-lickin' is a good option for movie buffs. If you're not going to horde
giant amounts of data on your Android smartphone or tablet, on-demand video streaming apps are the best way to watch your favorite TV shows, movies, and just about any video while on the go. Of course, this is provided that you have a capable and stable to the Internet. Without further ado, today, we
bring you the best Android apps for streaming video on demand. Take a squat and get some popcorn, okay? NetflixNetflix has been around for some time and it is undoubtedly one of the best Android apps you can find to watch movies and TV shows. Show. Has the largest catalog of movies and TV
shows for your viewing pleasure. Then, there's an excellent resume feature that lets you go back to previously watched videos from exactly where you left them. You can also share videos with your friends on Facebook and check out which movies and shows are popular among your buddies as well.
While some are ambivalent about this app, we just can't afford the luxury of delisting Netflix from our list. We just love it.Netflix for Android on AppBrainCrunchyrollIf you love watching anime like Naruto and Bleacher, or the latest Japanese drama, the Crunchyroll is by far the best app around. With
Crunchyroll, you'll get access to the latest subbed or dubbed anime and drama series, as well as a lot of extra content, all available with a subscription to this paid service. However, some video content is blocked geographically, meaning that the selection of shows you can watch will depend heavily on
where you are on the globe. But boy, just to give you access to top anime series such as Bleacher, Beelzebub, and, everyone's favorite, Naruto, Crunchyroll has certainly answered the prayer and Android app is worth saving. Crunchyroll - Anime and drama for Android on AppBrainVimeoVimeo is
definitely catching up with YouTube, with the video service putting at your disposal a lot of high-quality content that you can't find on YouTube or on Dailymotion. Android app brings everything Vimeo has to offer Android users. By this we mean totay-out access to rich and stunning Vimeo content. You can
upload videos to your account, comment on other people's videos, and view a huge collection of videos in the Vimeo library. We have to admit that, most of the time, watching videos on Vimeo is more enjoyable than streaming on YouTube, especially if you have a good device with a very high-resolution
screen. Vimeo for Android on AppBrain TEDWho doesn't like watching TED videos? With a huge number of interesting and amazing presentations from some of the brightest minds in the world, the official TED app will make any geek very, very happy. Technology, entertainment and design are what TED
is. And because ideas are worth spreading, TED has subtitles available for more than 80 languages that should appeal to anyone with a language barrier. You can also download the content directly to your Android smartphone or tablet to view it later, or perhaps just share it with your friends. Cool, isn't it?
TED for Android on AppBrainMovies from FlixsterFlixster, a very popular social cinema site, is now available on Google Play. Now there are a lot of things we love about this app, most notably the fact that it's free. With Flixster movies, Android you can watch movie trailers, get a list of the best cinemas in
town, and read helpful reviews from film critics film critics Experts. The Flixter app will certainly help you decide whether you want to buy the latest DVDs and Blu-rays for sale or not. Very similar to IMDB, Flixter for Android offers additional features such as buying movie tickets or managing your Netflix
account - all in the app itself. Bottom line: a great app for movie buffs. Flixster movies for Android on AppBrainCrackleOne from our favorite Android video streaming apps Crackle. Although Crackle is currently only available in the US, Canada, UK and Australia, it's definitely ready to take the mainstream
this year. Crackle lets you watch feature movies and TV shows right from the Android tab. You can browse the wide library of Crackle movies ranging from comedy to drama, and from horror to action. It's also important to note that Crackle downloads at least 20 new movies each month to make sure
you're properly updated with fresh content. If you're looking for a good video streaming app on demand, Crackle is definitely an option to consider. Crackle - Movies and TV for Android on AppBrainHBO GOWatch are the latest and greatest HBO shows like Pacific and Game of Thrones from your mobile
device, with HBO GO. HBO Go is a new streaming service app that allows you to access all the great HBO shows, both old and new, on impressive resolutions. Personally, we love the Watchlist feature that updates you with the latest available episodes of your bookmarking show. What's more amazing is
the set of bonus features and special behind-the-scenes features that provide you with the ultimate viewing experience. The app is known to have some minor problems with older devices, so we recommend you check for compatibility issues before trying this app. But overall, it works fine, and it should
help you keep track of recent episodes of True Blood, Boardwalk Empire, Entourage, and more. HBO GO for Android on AppBrainVEVO HDLast, but definitely not least Vevo HD. Vevo HD is all about free entertainment and HD video. Vevo HD for Android allows you to watch the latest music videos from
its huge pool of YouTube channels, with artists crowded to the brim. We're talking about 50 channels in one app, which will be enough to keep you busy for days. If that's not enough, we really wonder if you're a human at all. As a note, some videos are blocked by region, making the use of the app
annoying from time to time. But as for the quality of the video, Vevo HD is absolutely top-notch. And yes, it's free. VEVO HD for Android on AppBrainThis completes our list of the best android apps for on-demand video streaming. We hope that Find it useful! Let us know which one is your favorite, and if
we missed any good streaming app for Android. Android. Android. best app for time lapse video android
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